Sections and chairmen of the APSA program for the 1970 meeting at Los Angeles, California. For a more detailed listing of papers and speakers see the "Daily Program" in Box 6, folder on "Europe: Conference Planning - Memoranda and Tentative Programs."

   Chairman: Austin Ranney
2. Political Knowledge and Policy Decisions
   Chairman: Davis B. Bobron
3. Formal Political Theory
   Chairman: Hayward R. Alkar, Jr.
4. History of Political Theory
   Chairman: Judith N. Shklar
5. Data and Analysis
   Chairman: Elinor Ostrom
6. Politics and Education
   Chairman: Robert H. Salisbury
7. Critical Issues in American Politics
   Chairman: Charles O. Jones
8. The Vietnam Issue
   Chairman: Raymond Tanter
9. The Anti-Ballistic Missile Issue
   Chairman: Jeremy J. Stone
10. Patterns of International Interaction
    Chairman: Oli R. Holsti
11. International Community - Building
    Chairman: Ernst B. Hans
12. Conflict and Peace Research
    Chairman: Bruce M. Russitt
13. International Political Communication
    Chairman: Richard L. Merritt
14. Cross-National Comparison
    Chairman: Samuel H. Barnes
15. Comparative Communist Systems
    Chairman: Jan. F. Triska
16. Comparative Foreign Policy
    Chairman: Wolfram F. Hanreider
17. Political Development
    Chairman: Martin Kilson
18. Domestic Turmoil and Internal War
    Chairman: Raymond Tanter
19. State and Local Government
    Chairman: Thomas J. Anton
20. Urban and Metropolitan Affairs
    Chairman: Robert R. Alford
21. Political Socialization
    Chairman: Fred I. Greenstein
22. Parties and Politics
    Theodore J. Loni
23. Political Leadership  
   Chairman: James David Barber  
24. Legislatures and Legislative Behavior  
   Chairman: G. Robert Boyton  
25. Administrative Behavior  
   Chairman: Robert T. Golembienski  
26. Judicial Systems and Behavior  
   Chairman: Stuart S. Nagel  
27. Special Meetings  
   Chairman: Richard L. Merritt  

Box 7:  

International Studies Association  
   Correspondence: 1972-73  
   Organization, general materials regarding schedules, speaker, and planning  
   John E. Turner, Executive Director, I.S.A.  
   William T.R. Fox, President, I.S.A.  
   Foreign Scholars, Chadwick Alger, chairman  
   I.S.A. Sections - panels and papers:  
      Changing International System, Annette B. Fox  
      Communication, F. Gerald Kline  
      Comparative, Interdisciplinary Studies, Fred W. Riggs  
      Design Theory  
      Education Commission, William D. Coplin  
      Foreign Policy, Catherine M. Kelleher  
      Foreign Policy and International Events, Patrick McGonan  
      Intensive Panels, Vincent Davis  
      International Law, Clifton E. Wilson  
      International Organization, Robert L. Friedheim  
      International Political Economy, Dennis M. Ray  

Box 8:  

International Relations of Regions, Maurice A. East  
Interpolimetrics, Dina Zinnes  
Military Studies, John Louell  
Peace Research, George Kent  
Research Commission, Davis B. Bobrow  
Sociology, William M. Evan  

General Correspondence, especially regarding Executive Director Search  
Patterson School Leadership Conference, Lexington, Kentucky, June 1972  
Programs, I.S.A. Conference, drafts, revisions, final copy, 1973  
Abstracts, I.S.A. Conference:  
   Parts 1-6, 1973  
   Parts 7-18, 1973  
I.S.A. Membership, mailing list  

Box 9:  

11th World Conference, International Political Science Association, Moscow, USSR, August 12-18, 1979
Program
  Final
  Merritt Copy, corrected final transcript
  Drafts
  Index

Abstracts
  Originals
  Memorandums 1-27, 2/8/1977-6/30/1979
  IPSA Memoranda

Program Committee
  General 1976-79
  Changes 1978-79
  to do, 1971-80
  members

Abstracts, 1977-80
Ad Hoc Sessions, 1979
Book exhibit, 1978-79
Call, 1976
Edinburgh meeting, August 1976
General Correspondence, 1978
Deutsch, Karl, 1977
La Ponce, J.A., 1975
Rukkan, Stein, 1977
Trent, John (IPSA secretary), 1976-79
Moscow, 12-18 August 1979
National Political Science Associations, 1977-79
Policy Studies Organization, 1978-79
Program Organization, June 1979
Rejected Proposals, 1977-78
Special Meeting, journal editors, 1978
Theme papers, 1978
Travel and tours, 1979-80
Correspondence, 1977-79
  A-L; M-Z

Box 10:

Correspondence
  Theme Sessions I, II and III
  Research Committee Sessions 1-17
  Study Group Sessions 1-7
  Among the correspondents are John H.E. Fried, Jeanne Kirkpatrick and Seymour M. Lipset

Box 11:

Correspondence
  Special Meeting Sessions 1-38 (cancelled)

Papers
  Theme Sessions I, II - 1 to 8

Box 12:
Papers
Theme Sessions, II-9, III
Research Committee Sessions, 1-14

Box 13:

Papers
Research Committee Sessions, 15-17
Study Group Sessions, 1-7
Special Meeting Sessions, 1-38

Box 14:

PUBLICATIONS
Comparing Nations, Ed. by Merritt and Rokkan (Yale University Press, 1966)
International Conference on the Use of Quantitative Political, Social and Cultural Data in Cross-National Comparisons, Yale University, September, 1963
Participants, 1963
Papers, 1963
General Editorial Correspondence, 1963-65
Correspondence with Francois G. Levy, 1964
Finances and Contract, 1963, 1965
Finances after Publication, 1965-66
Permissions to Reprint, 1965
Living with The Wall, Ed. by Merritt and Merritt (Duke University Press, 1985), the publication based on the Conference on Berlin, Domestic and International Perspectives, Aspen Institute, Berlin, June, 1981
Pre-Conference Organization, 1980-81
Meeting Notes, 1981
Participants, 1981
Finances
Correspondence, Duke University Press, 1983-85
Correspondence, General, 1983-85
Transcriptions of Conference (1981) and Chapter Drafts (ca. 1984) and Correspondence (8 folders), 1981-84
Transcriptions of Discussion Groups, 1981

Box 15:

Correspondence with Contributors, 1981-85
Submissions of Contributors, 1984
Science, Politics, and International Conferences Ed. by Merritt and Hanson (Lynne Rienner, c. 1988
Correspondence (2 folders), 1980-86
Questionnaires
Final Draft, 1980
Cover Letter
Incomplete, with Correspondence, 1981
General Correspondence (4 folders), 1979-81
Codebook with correspondence, 1981
with correspondence and summarized responses, 1980-81
Responses on Best/Worst Panel
Responses on Image/Attitude
Scales and Charts
Manuscript, by chapters, including drafts, correspondence, clippings, and notes (7 folders), 1981-84
Papers, "Impact of International Scientific Congresses," with E. Hanson, 1983
Papers and Draft, 1985
Correspondence and Agreement, 1988-89

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
International Political Science Association
Paris, January, 1977
Cracow and Moscow, August 1977
Moscow, January, 1978
Rio Round Table, August 1978
Geneva, September 1978
Moscow, October 1978
APSA Liaison, 1979-83
Post Moscow XI World Congress Evaluations, clippings, 1979-80

Box 16:

IPSA Research Committee, 1979-84
Study Group on Global Communications, 1979-87
General Correspondence, 1980
General Correspondence, Minutes, Programs and Reports (2 folders), 1979-82
IPSA Notes, General Correspondence, 1980-81
Zurich Roundtable, January 1981
Midwest Political Science Association Meeting, Cincinnati, April 1981
International Political Science Association
Philadelphia, March 1981
Buenos Aires, November 1981
Tokyo Round Table (4 folders), March 1982
XII World Congress, Rio de Janeiro, August 1982
General Organization (5 folders), 1980-82
Program Committee (2 folders), 1980-81
Correspondence with Participants ( folders), 1980-82
Papers on International Relations Inter-disciplinary, background materials, 1982
Conference Papers, 1982
Executive Council (2 folders), 1982
Berlin, Executive Committee, January 1983

Box 17:

Urbana Round Table, September 1983
Includes organizational materials with correspondence, reports, finances,
proposals for support (10 folders), 1982-84
Executive Committee Meeting
Florence, April 1984
Zagreb, March 1985
Papers
Paris (2 folders) July 1985
Buenos Aires, March 1986
Ottawa, September - October, 1986
Papers, 1986
Berlin, Executive Committee, April 1987
Workshop on International Social Science Research Program on Global Change, Report, December 1987
International Political Science Association
Travelling Workshops, 1987-88
Moscow, March 1988
Executive Committee
Papers, 1988
International Data Development Study Group, 1987-89
Washington, Executive Committee, August 1988
Paris Executive Committee, April 1989
Oslo, August, 1989
Seoul, Executive Committee, May 1990

Box 18:

Round Table on State Politics and Economy, Papers (3 folders), 1990
Warsaw, April 1991
Buenos Aires, July 1991
International Political Science Review
Publishers Search, 1984-85
Advances in Political Science: An International Series
General Files
Banking, 1983-91
Finances, 1982-92
Sage, Background and Contract, 1978-83
Sage Editorial Board, 1979-89
Sage Policy Statement, 1980
Annual Reports, 1980-90
General Correspondence, 1982-85
Reviews, 1983-90
Search for a New Publisher, 1985-87
Cambridge University Press
Background and Contract, 1986-88
Correspondence, 1987-91
Manuscripts Submitted to I. Galnoor, 1990-91
Closing APSIS at UIUC, 1983-94
Series, #1 - #3, #5 - #9
Manuscripts, Correspondence, Reports, and Notes (8 folders), 1979-91
Series #5
Correspondence with Contributors (12 folders), 1984-85
Abstracts, 1985
Index, 1985

Box 19:

Dead Proposals
(2 folders), 1979-91
Miller and Perko-Separovic, ca. 1986